PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT:

Whilst visually similar to the D-Max on which it is based the MU-X features different headlights and a different front bumper. The MU-X bar has been designed to incorporate ARB’s new fog light and LED Indicator clearance lights.

The mounting system previously developed for the D-Max has been retained for the MU-X. This mount design maintains a suitable bull bar mount for general use and winching whilst maintaining the air bag triggering within the MU-X chassis.

The lower centre stone guard has a slotted design to ensure adequate vehicle cooling.

PROTECTION & STYLING CHARACTERISTICS:

- Durable steel construction for maximum protection.
- Incorporates ARB’s renowned multi fold upswept and tapered wing design for optimum strength and approach angle.
- Split pan design for maximum strength and airflow.
- Extensive under protection panels on centre and either side.
- Cover straps attached to the uprights ensure there are no exposed edges.
- Continuous uprights through the bumper section of the bar strengthens the outer frame.
PROTECTION & STYLING CHARACTERISTICS CONT.:

- Vehicle specific design to complement the MU-X and maximise functionality.
- Superbly engineered, air bag compatible mounting system secures to chassis via high tensile bolts.
- Combination style to suit winch / non winch applications.
- Bar adds approximately 230mm to the overall length of the MU-X.
- Will accommodate Warn, Magnum, Bushranger and Smittybilt low mount model electric winches.
- Twin Hi-Lift jacking points located in the pan of the bar.
- Provision to accommodate ARB Intensity LED's and a range of IPF driving lights.
- Provision for optional ARB Fog Light kit part no 3500590.
- Press form for ARB LED indicator / clearance lamp.
- Durable urethane buffers.
- Retains original equipment tow point.
- Two aerial brackets located on the top frame of the bar.
- Finished in a hard-wearing satin black powder coat with the added option of colour coding to individual vehicles.

FOG LIGHTS:

The MU-X Deluxe Combination bar features ARB's new fog light surround that accepts ARB's 51W Fog Light part number 3500590. The surround is supplied standard with a screw in cover if no fog light is to be fitted. The fog light surround is supplied in the natural black finish.

ARB Auxiliary Fog Light Loom Part No 3500530 is required if fitting the ARB Fog Light option.

A clear fog light cover is being developed separately under part no 3500680.
LED CLEARANCE LIGHT / TURN SIGNALS:

MU-X Deluxe Combination bar feature ARB’s LED clearance light / turn signal in a press form aperture in each wing.

HI-LIFT JACKING POINTS:

Each bar comes standard with two reinforced Hi-Lift jacking points fitted to the centre pan.

AERIAL MOUNTS:

Two aerial mounts are welded to the centre cross tube to allow fitment of UHF/AM radio and mobile phone aerials/antennas.
**DRIVING LIGHT MOUNTS:**

The MU-X Deluxe Combination bar includes laser cut holes in the top of the centre pan for fitment of a range of compatible driving lights including ARB Intensity and IPF 808, 800 and 900 series lights.

Note: Pinning holes for ARB Intensity lights included.

**WINCH MODEL FITMENT:**

The MU-X Combination style winch bar fits the following winches:

- Warn M8000, XD9000, XP9.5 and XDC 9.5
- Warn ZEON 8, 8-S, 10 and 10-S
- Magnum 8,000 and 10,000
- Smittybilt X20 10K
- Bushranger DV-9TH, DS-9TH and Seal 9.5TH

Additional fit kits may be required depending on the winch fitted:

- Warn ZEON fitment requires Part No W89965 Short Wiring Kit
- 3500610 ZEON Wire rope fit kit required or 3500620 ZEON Synthetic rope fit kit required
- 3500560 Smittybilt Solenoid bracket kit required if fitting a Smittybilt X20 10K